Non-invasive bedside imaging tools are becoming more prevalent for assessing cutaneous lesions. Ultrasound used at specific frequencies allows us to assess margins of lesions to minimize the extent of the biopsy that is performed and improve cosmetic outcomes. Vascularity, seen on Doppler ultrasound and contrast-enhanced ultrasound, and stiffness, assessed on tissue elastography, can help differentiate between benign and malignant lesions for clinicians to be more judicious in deciding whether to biopsy. Moreover, research has shown the efficacy in using ultrasound in monitoring flares of hidradenitis suppurativa, a disease affecting apocrine gland-rich areas of the body, for which the current gold standard involves examining and scoring inflammatory lesions with the naked eye. Infrared-based modalities have also been on the uptrend to aid in clinical decision-making regarding suspiciousness of lesions. Reflectance confocal microscopy has lateral resolution that is comparable to histopathology and it has been shown to be an appropriate adjunctive tool to dermoscopy, specifically when evaluating melanomas. Optical coherence tomography has utility in determining lesion thickness because of its depth penetration, and spectrophotometric intracutaneous analysis is becoming more popular as a tool that can be used by general practitioners to know when to refer to dermatology regarding worrisome pigmented lesions. Strides have been made to incorporate electrical impedance spectroscopy alongside dermoscopy in decision-making regarding excision, although the evidence for its use in the clincial setting remains inconclusive. This paper reviews the efficacy and drawbacks of these techniques in the field of dermatology and suggests future directions.
In the assessment of a patient with a cutaneous lesion or disease, one of the biggest quandaries is access to a bedside tool to assess extent of disease, malignancy of the lesion, and to plan management. One of the main goals of non-invasive imaging is to establish a diagnosis with high sensitivity and specificity compared with histopathology which is the current gold standard. Non-invasive bedside tools also allow for assessment of tumor thickness and borders to aid in decision-making for surgical excision or noninvasive therapy. Finally, they are valuable in monitoring treatment sites non-invasively so as to avoid repeated biopsies and scarring (1) . This review discusses recent research in ultrasound, infrared (IR)-based modalities such as reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM), optical coherence tomography (OCT), and spectrophotometric intracutaneous analysis (SIAscopy), and electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for the diagnosis and management of dermatologic diseases.
SCieNCe aND vOCaBUlaRY
All of the modalities discussed here are non-invasive and allow for real-time visualization of cutaneous structures. Table 1 [adapted from Ref. (2)] provides an overview of each of their characteristics.
Ultrasound
Ultrasound is a modality that uses sound waves emitted by a transducer probe which is in contact with the skin. As they reflect off structures with different depths, the sound waves return to the probe with varying intensities and they are recorded by a processing unit and displayed on a screen (10) . There are several modes, the most common one being B-mode in which 2D images are created in either longitudinal or transverse orientation (10) . The frequencies of the ultrasound waves are measured in Mega-hertz, are inversely proportional to the wavelength, and range between 7.5 and 200 MHz for visualization of epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous structures; the higher the frequency the higher the image resolution but the penetration depth decreases (10, 11) . The ultrasound transducer, which is the handheld device that converts the electrical signal to ultrasound and vice versa, contains a range of frequencies, termed bandwidth (12) . A broader bandwidth means that the transducer contains more than one frequency at which it operates, and the axial resolution is determined by the bandwidth of the pulse (13) . The center frequency is the frequency at which the transducer is most sensitive (13) .
iR-Based Modalities
Reflectance confocal microscopy is a technique that uses near-IR light from a point laser light source (14) . As this light passes through various cellular structures with differing refraction indices, the light is reflected from various skin structures and those with more melanin have more reflection (14) . The backscattered photons create a two-dimensional image-the contrast that results is due to the refraction indices and sizes of various organelles and microstructures (15) . This offers cellular resolution and horizontal sectioning (14) (15) (16) . RCM has favorable lateral resolution, allowing visualization of structures on the cellular level. The field of view of an image is 0.5 by 0.5 mm 2 and can be increased to 8 by 8 mm 2 when a set of images is acquired and combined (15) . This allows for tissue sampling of a wider region and the ability to pick up malignancy in a tumor that is sparse. This increases the sensitivity in comparison to a biopsy sample of a single site (15) .
Optical coherence tomography is another non-invasive approach to producing real-time cross-sectional images of the skin using near-IR light (2) . OCT is most useful for determining lesion thickness as this its depth of penetration is up to 2 mm compared with RCM which is approximately 0.25-0.3 mm (2). A specific form of OCT called high-definition optical coherence tomography (HD-OCT) uses IR light in the wavelength of 1,000-1,700 nm (2). HD-OCT has a lateral resolution of 3 µm compared with the 7.5-15 µm for conventional OCT (17) .
Spectrophotometric intracutaneous analysis is another technique for imaging pigmented skin lesions that relies only on visible and near-IR light (18) . When light hits the skin, each component reflects and absorbs light differently (7) . A reflectance spectrum is created which depends on the histological composition of the skin and its chromophores such as melanin, blood, and collagen (18) . The images that results indicate the distribution of these components (18) .
electrical impedance Spectroscopy
The final technique that is discussed in this paper is EIS. This technique determines the impedance of the scanned tissue by applying an alternating electrical current (19) . It creates a score regarding the regularity or irregularity of cells and can help to differentiate between benign tissues which are more orderly, and malignant tissues which have more disorder (19, 20) .
UlTRaSONOgRaPHY
The first sub-section proposes a multi-modal ultrasound approach to delineate between benign and malignant cutaneous lesions. Section "Can Ultrasound be Used for Diagnosis of and Evaluating Extent of HS?" consists of a special focus on hidradenitis suppurativa (HS) as research has introduced ultrasound as an imaging technique which can be used to assess extent of the disease rather than examination with just the naked eye.
Ultrasonography of Suspicious lesions: Benign versus Malignant
Studies in the recent decade have elucidated the use of ultrasound as an adjunct in planning before surgical excision of skin lesions-localization of anatomical variations is key for invasive procedures to avoid the so-called danger zones (21) . With the introduction of various ultrasound techniques, several parameters and characteristics of lesions can be depicted before planning for excision.
Depth of Lesions
Several studies have examined the use of ultrasound for identifying accurate margins before the surgical removal of cutaneous melanomas and for assessing the extent of a tumor and its degree of invasiveness. Maj et al. (22) showed that high-frequency ultrasound (HFUS) clearly identified melanomas (hypoechoic lesions) that were thicker than 1 mm, and they found that a statistically significant correlation existed between the Breslow score on histology and the depth of the tumor assessed on ultrasound preoperatively. This is important because the Breslow thickness is the most important prognostic factor in melanoma patients (22) . Other authors (10) found with a 20-MHz ultrasound that HFUS was more fruitful than incisional biopsy to assess infiltrative parts of the tumor especially in mixed-component tumors. A retrospective analysis of melanomas found that with a 15-MHz probe, cutaneous ultrasound would properly stage the tumor and allow a single surgical intervention to be planned in approximately 80% of melanomas (23) .
One of the pitfalls that have been reported by this group includes the overestimation of the depth of melanomas because of lymphocytic infiltration or naevus remnant (23) . Literature shows that there is a higher sensitivity for thicker melanomas (depth greater than 1 mm), whereas the depth assessed on ultrasound in thinner melanomas may not have as strong of a correlation with histological depth (24) . The higher frequency probes, such as 75 MHz, have been reported to more accurately classify Breslow thickness (25) . For the 45 melanomas classified in a study by Guitera et al., none of the melanomas with a Breslow depth less than 1 mm were classified as greater 1 mm. The in situ melanomas were overestimated in 11 cases but still correctly classified as less than 1 mm (25) .
While the higher frequencies allow for a greater accuracy of Breslow measurement in melanomas, this compromises penetration depth. Kučinskienė et al. (26) found that in basal cell carcinomas (BCCs), the range of frequencies between 13 and 15 MHz would allow for better visualization in tumor borders in BCCs. In BCCs with a thickness less than 1 mm, the Spearmen correlation coefficient between ultrasound and tumor depth was 0.860 in this study (26) .
The newest array-based ultrasound technology from Fujifilm VisualSonics Inc. (VevoMD) offers the ability to select a frequency of operation from about 15 to 55 MHz center frequency (bandwidth from 12 to 70 MHz). Therefore, this is suitable for examining both superficial and deeper structures. For deep lesions such as the lipoma shown in Figure 1A , the selection of a lower center frequency (30 MHz) results in greater penetration and a larger field of view (15 mm by 18 mm in this case). A more superficial lesion and hair follicle can be imaged at much higher resolution by operating at 50 MHz as shown in Figure 1B , but the field of view is only 10 mm laterally by 7 mm deep. Increased image resolution is obtained with a higher operating frequency at the expense of the field of view (28) . Using ultrasound, different frequencies can assist with assessing margins of various cutaneous lesions; however, more information is still needed for diagnostic accuracy.
How Do We Estimate the Vascularity of Lesions?
The vascularization of lesions is analyzed via color Doppler ultrasound and used in conjunction with the depth to assess a lesion. Dybiec et al. (29) described two case reports in which a benign cavernous hemangioma and melanoma were evaluated with ultrasound. The former was well-delimited, hypoechoic, and well-vascularized on HFUS while the latter was poorly delimited, irregular, hypoechoic, crossing the dermoepidermal junction and vascular signals appeared 6 months later (29) .
Another way to examine vascularity is with contrastenhanced ultrasound (CEUS). This technique involves a bolus of microbubbles that is given to a patient via an intravenous line and filming the lesion with the ultrasound thereafter. Both qualitative and quantitative data are taken to characterize the lesion as the injection passes through the lesion (30) . Examples of parameters that are measured include the time for the tumor to uptake the contrast, the time from injection to maximal uptake (or peak), the time for wash out (from peak to eliminating the contrast), and the total time the contrast is visible (from injection to elimination) (31).
Stramare et al. (30) analyzed 14 patients using a 5.0-7.5 MHz probe and CEUS in 14 patients. All seven of the malignant lesions and all seven of the benign lesions were appropriately classified as there was a significant difference between the time to peak of the contrast between the two groups of lesions. Petik and Yildiz (32) found vascular signals in 13 of 14 malignant skin tumors (MST) and in 20 of 66 benign skin tumors (BST) with color and power Doppler. The BST had either mixed or peripheral circulatory types (but none with only central blood flow). The MST, on the other hand, consisted of either the peripheral, central, or mixed blood flow types. The peak systolic velocity and end diastolic velocity were higher in the MST group, especially for squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs) (32) .
Detection of vessels in a skin lesion generally increases the suspicion for malignancy. Despite this, Scotto di Santolo et al. (33) highlighted in a retrospective analysis using color and power Doppler that while the vascular signal shows appropriate sensitivity and specificity in identification of malignant lesions, the pitfall of these modalities is that these cannot be used as an absolute marker since other lesions display high vascularity. Power Doppler is a technique in which the strength of the Doppler signal is displayed rather than the speed and direction of the signal (34) . In one study, 25% of benign lesions such as inflammatory epidermal cysts, pilomatricomas, and palmoplantar fibromatoses showed vascular signals (35) . Given that benign lesions also showed vascularity, this feature must be used in conjunction with other parameters of ultrasound and correlated with clinical examination when assessing a suspicious lesion.
Can We Measure the Stiffness of Lesions With Ultrasound?
Real-time tissue elastography is a technique in which compression is applied to the tissues and stiffer (less deformed) tissues are demarcated from those that are less stiff (more deformed) (36) . On ultrasound, the tumor elasticity is displayed using a color scheme where flexible tissues appear red, medium elasticity as green and yellow, and stiff tissues as blue (36) . The strain ratio can also be calculated, which is a measure of the elasticity of the tumor relative to that of the neighboring tissue (36) .
In an assessment by Botar-Jid et al. (36) of a group of patients with cutaneous melanoma scanned with tissue elastography, it was found that melanoma elasticity was a significant descriptor as 45.24% of the tumors were stiff and 42.86% had moderate elasticity (36) . The strain ratio comparing the melanomas and the hypodermis as well as the melanomas and the dermis showed a strong relationship (36) . This group also previously reported thicker tumors had lower elasticity, while thinner ones were more elastic (37) . A similar study used real-time elastography for superficial spreading melanoma and found predominance of dark blue regions (rigid) within the melanomas compared to green areas in benign nevi (moderate elasticity) (38) .
The strain ratio has been quantitatively evaluated in using elastography for various cutaneous carcinomas. It was found in a cohort of 55 patients with a total of 67 lesions (29 malignant and 38 benign) that all the malignant lesions had a strain ratio greater than or equal to 3.9 and all benign lesions had a strain ratio less than 3.0 (39). The malignant lesions in their study were basal and SCCs. Dasgeb et al. proposes that the malignant tissues have a higher strain ratio and are less compressible not only due to the nature of malignancy but also because of increased extracellular matrix deposition and greater adherence to surrounding tissues (39) .
At this point in time, initial research findings of tissue elastography for skin cancers show promise but additional studies with larger sample sizes across multiple centers are still needed to evaluate the clinical implications of elastography (39) . Further research also requires standardization and testing of protocol reliability in terms of how strain ratios are calculated, ultrasound gel pads used, and lesions that are assessed (40) .
Moreover, recent studies have discussed the use of acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) for the assessment of skin conditions. ARFI is a method of elasticity measurement performed without using the transducer to physically compress tissue, but instead generating acoustic radiation force in tissue and monitoring the tissue displacement (41) . Studies have assessed the feasibility of using ARFI and shear wave elasticity imaging (SWEI) for cutaneous sclerotic diseases such as systemic sclerosis (SSc). In one study, the modified Rodman skin score for diffuse cutaneous SSc was compared with the shear wave velocity (SWV) of the tissues (42) . The shear wave elasticity values were higher in patients with SSc in the right and left dorsum of the hands, right and left forearms, and right and left dorsum of the feet. The SWV increased with increasing skin scores except three (42) . The displacement of tissue is lower in sclerotic skin and the shear wave speed higher compared with normal skin. This is in keeping with what we know that in sclerotic skin manifests as being stiffer (43) . Ultrasound elastography has the potential to provide an assessment of disease progression as the extent of external skin involvement is a marker of overall outcomes (40) . Similar to strain imaging, further research is needed to assess protocol reliability given that SWEI is sensitive to the degree of compression of the tissue and would need testing with and without gel and on different body surfaces (40) . The usefulness of sonoelastography in the assessment of psoriasis remains equivocal. An ongoing study of patients with plaque psoriasis under topical corticosteroid treatment by Cucoş et al. (44) yielded that conventional B-mode ultrasound is useful for visualizing three layers: a superficial highly echogenic layer, an intermediate layer which is hypoechoic or anechoic, and a deeper layer with intermediate echogenicity. The intermediate band thickness, the region from the entrance echo to the dermis (and papillary dermis), is the most important sonographic parameter for determining response to treatment (44) . However, in the study, there were no significant changes of dermal elasticity with corticosteroid treatment (44) .
Integrative Analysis for Assessing Benign Versus Malignant Lesions
The use of a multi-modal ultrasonographic approach to identifying malignant tumors is beginning to take shape. A study published in 2014 by Crisan et al. evaluated 23 patients with clinical exam, dermoscopy, HFUS (20 MHz), conventional US, contrast elastography, and CEUS. Ultrasound examination correctly identified all the malignant tumors as hypoechoic on gray-scale US in keeping with histological findings. The MST had a blood flow rate greater than 2 cm/s on Doppler, while all BST had a blood flow rate less than 2 cm/s (31). Moreover, vessel distribution differed between malignant and benign tumors-the Doppler signal was found in 16 of 18 MST and 12 of 18 had central vasculature only (seen only in MST) and the circulatory pattern was disorganized, while all 5 BST had peripheral vasculature and were relatively organized. Finally, the contrast wash-out time was significantly higher in MST (31) .
It is apparent that numerous studies have been conducted using various ultrasound techniques to characterize benign and malignant cutaneous lesions. Skin tumors whether benign or malignant are often hypoechoic on ultrasound (45) . However, there are some distinguishing features such as BCCs can have hyperechoic spots within the lesion from either cysts or microcalcifications (45) . Table 2 summarizes the characteristics that have been reported for each type of skin lesion given different parameters on ultrasound.
There are some limitations to the use of ultrasound in assessment of cutaneous lesions. Compared to histology, the tumor thickness can be overestimated with ultrasound due to perilesional infiltrates, retraction of tumor if extracted for histology, and with variations in ultrasound operator (51) . Furthermore, it does not differentiate between tumor border and adjacent inflammation (10). As mentioned above, vascularity is seen in a wide variety of benign tumors such as angiomas, and thus correlation with clinical examination and other imaging features is needed (33) .
Can Ultrasound Be Used for Diagnosis of and evaluating extent of HS?
Hidradenitis suppurativa, previously known as Verneuil disease, is a chronic inflammatory condition that causes painful, suppurating, and often malodorous lesions that arise from the pilosebaceous unit in apocrine gland-rich locations such as the axilla, inguinal, and perianal regions (52, 53) . Hair follicles become plugged secondary to hyperkeratosis, and the pilosebaceous units become dilated to the extent that they rupture into the nearby dermis. This can lead to abscess formation and infections, and when the follicles become re-epithelialized, sinus tracts can form in which bacteria become trapped (54) .
In practice at the moment, the analysis of lesions is performed using the Hurley classification or Sartorius score which heavily relies on counting lesions with the naked eye (55) . In the recent two decades, several researchers have explored the use of imaging technologies such as mammography, MRI, and ultrasound to evaluate the extent of the disease. This section validates the use of ultrasound a primary diagnostic tool for HS and its usefulness in both pre-and post-operative assessment.
Preliminary Reports of HS With Ultrasound
One of the first studies that used gray-scale ultrasound to examine the hair follicles in HS compared with healthy controls was in 1997 (56) . The authors depicted lesions to be rounded, hypoechoic structures that extended into the subcutaneous tissue. Hypoechoic bands were present subepidermally; deeper in the dermis there were alternating bands of hyper-and hypoechogenicity (56) . The authors found significantly increased skin thickness and follicle area in the axilla, and significantly increased skin thickness and follicle shape (superficial:deep diameter) in the genitofemoral region compared with healthy controls (56) .
Another study comparing seven HS patients with eight healthy controls using 15.7 and 17.5 MHz linear ultrasound probes showed HS lesions to be dermal fluid collections with varying sizes (57) . The average dermal thickness in HS patients was 3.3 mm (with a lower echogenicity) and 1.4 mm in healthy controls. In HS patients, hair follicles in the non-affected skin were deemed to be enlarged (57) . While the lesions identified on ultrasound correlated with those clinically identified, on ultrasound all of the lesions extended beyond the clinically demarcated borders (57) . Other studies have confirmed that clinically the disease extent is underestimated compared with ultrasound (58) . Lesions are more widespread than the borders that are marked on physical exam, which helps in both preoperative planning and in detection of subclinical lesions.
Recent Literature Evaluating HS Features With Ultrasound
In the recent literature, further features of HS lesions have been depicted on ultrasound. In 2010, Kelekis et al. executed a prospective study of 19 patients with a 7-12 MHz ultrasound. This group found significant differences in thickness of epidermis and dermis assessed in the groin, buttocks, pubis, inframammary region, axilla, and back (59) . The ability to see a discontinuity of the dermal-hypodermal junction indicated potential spread of the circumscribed lesions. This was the first paper that correlated the Hurley classification score with ultrasound scoring based on size, resistance index on spectral blood flow analysis, and epidermaldermal boundary break (59). Newman et al. in 2013 presented two cases of HS patients who were scanned with mammography as well as gray-scale ultrasound and spectral blood flow analysis in real-time. Intradermal, hypoechoic lesions (some with central echogenicity) were shown to also have peripheral vascularity. Vascularity and resistance index can be other identifying features of this methodology in examining HS lesions (54) .
One of the most promising studies was recently published in 2017 by the American Society for Dermatologic Surgery in which a group called DERMUS, composed of physicians working with HS patients, was evaluated to put together a consensus ultrasound report on HS (53) . Ninety-three percent of the experts concluded that the HS final report should include all the three lesion subtypes, which are pseudocysts, fluid collections, and fistulous tracts. Other parameters such as the connection of fistulous tracts and hair tracts within the fluid collections and fistulous tracts were agreed upon by 86 and 79% of experts who responded (53) . Eighty-six percent considered it important to measure major axes and thickness of each lesion, and 100% of experts recommended lymph node presence and color Doppler to be reported (53) . Physical examination only allows visualization of large, inflamed, erythematous lesions rather than those that are subclinical. Clinical examination does not allow for differentiation between types of lesion, thus the creation of such a standardized ultrasound report can help remove barriers to staging HS (53) .
In patients with HS, recurrences of lesions are very common even after surgical excision and reconstruction. A study of 20 patients compared their own assessment of their flare-ups and investigator analysis of ultrasound. Linear probes of variable frequencies (6-18 and 10-22 MHz) were utilized and an association was shown with the diameter of nodules and patient assessment of flare-up (60) . Another predictor of recurrence may be abnormalities in hair tracts. For example, a study in 2015 reviewed the sonographic images of 50 HS patients and 40 patients (80%), which showed ectopic hair fragments in the fistulae or fluid collections within the dermis or hypodermis (61) . This can be seen in Figure 2 -there were abnormalities in hair fragment size and some hair tracts were over 3 cm in length (61) . The ability to detect this could indicate regions that may flare with further inflammatory reactions and worsen the disease. Ultrasound can be very useful as a rapid tool for assessment in patients postoperatively to monitor disease stability and risk factors that are affecting regrowth of fistulous tracts.
This analysis has been replicated in the pediatric population to better understand HS in children. A retrospective analysis of 12 children with HS used color Doppler ultrasound to determine the number of fluid collections, fistulas, hair tracts, pseudocysts, and HS staging (62) . Anatomic involvement in children with HS seems to follow the same ultrasound pattern as is observed in the adult population (62) . Ultrasound showed the presence of subclinical lesions that were not reliably identified using palpation. Similar to the way that color Doppler has been used in the adult population to assess frequency of fistulous tracts and to stage lesions, the potential for this modality to do the same for children has merit from both a diagnostic and treatment perspective.
Limitations to the Use of Ultrasound for HS
The use of ultrasound in the recent years has rapidly changed our ability to view subclinical lesions in HS as well as understand the extent and boundaries of clinically visible lesions. The compatibility of ultrasound findings with the Hurley scoring system in both the adult and pediatric populations is very valuable in transitioning this into a bedside tool for diagnostic and perioperative purposes.
Despite this, some limitations exist. Ultrasound findings may support diagnoses for other cutaneous diseases. The findings seen may not allow for clear delineation between HS lesions, acne, folliculitis, or cutaneous nodules (63) . In addition, transperineal ultrasound and anal ultrasonography are useful tools to separate HS fistulas from rectal fistulas or abscesses (64) . However, MRI may be needed for evaluating extensive anogenital and deep lesions (63) . Moreover, HS lesions generally need to be larger than 0.1 mm to visualize them on ultrasound, which may impact initial detection (60) .
iR-BaSeD iMagiNg MODaliTieS
The IR light spectrum uses wavelengths from 0.7 to 1,000 μm, longer than of visible light, to visualize structures that are deep to the skin. The degree to which the light penetrates is dependent on the interaction of the light with molecules such as water and hemoglobin (65) . In this section, modalities such as RCM, OCT, and SIAscopy are discussed and Table 3 summarizes the sensitivities and specificities reported for these modalities.
Reflectance Confocal Microscopy
Over the past 5 years, RCM has been acknowledged as a tool to assess skin in vivo. This section highlights studies that have discussed RCM for classifying melanomas and mapping them before biopsy, as well as other skin carcinomas and monitoring their response to therapy.
RCM in Melanomas
One of the primary uses of RCM is to visualize melanomas. A study in 2015 by Stanganelli et al. articulated that the features on RCM including atypical cells and architectural disarray were included as those that were correlated with actual diagnosis of melanoma (68) . In their study, the RCM features of melanoma also occurred often in benign lesions and this highlights the importance of having algorithms to delineate between nevi and melanoma (68) . RCM can increase the accuracy of melanoma diagnosis if used in addition to standard dermoscopy such as in cases where there are minor or moderate changes in dermoscopy and a positive RCM score would sway one toward a biopsy (68) . A systematic review of the diagnostic accuracy of RCM for melanoma diagnosis when lesions are clinically equivocal yielded a per lesion sensitivity of 93% and a specificity of 76% (69) . This reinforces the utility of RCM as an add-on tool to dermoscopy; however, the downsides to this are that false positives that were already declared as "positive" by a pre-existing algorithm will remain misdiagnosed. Furthermore, the lesions that are true positives but declared as "negative" by RCM may be missed melanomas (69) .
In terms of melanoma sub-classification, a recent classification system has been developed for melanomas based on RCM (70) . The classification groups are dendritic cell, round cell, dermal nest, combined-type, and non-classifiable melanomas. These classes have been associated in the study with various clinical characteristics as per a cross-sectional retrospective study by Grazziotin et al. in 2016 in patients with a history of multiple melanomas or hereditary familial melanoma (see Figure 3) . For example, they found that dendritic cell melanomas were typically found in older patients, in cases with more intense sun exposure, and were significantly associated with lentigo maligna (LM) subtype (70) . These dendritic cell tumors grow more slowly in comparison to round cell tumors which aggregate in clusters and can move into the dermis more rapidly. Round cell melanomas were in fairer skinned patients and those with a positive family history (70) . Given these relationships between morphological features of melanomas under RCM and other clinical characteristics of the phenotype and histological subtype, clinicians can gain a sense of tumor behavior from their RCM features (70) .
FigURe 3 | Reflectance confocal microscopy has allowed for sub-classification of melanomas using morphological descriptions. Permissions obtained to reprint from Grazziotin et al. (70) . In their study, it was found that dendritic cell melanomas (a) were linked to more sun exposure and round cell melanomas (B) occurred in patients with familial melanomas and fairer skin. Dermal nest (C) and combined (D) melanomas were associated with a lack of pigmented network on dermoscopy and thicker tumours on histology. The morphological expression can also be linked to tumor behavior, for example, the non-classifiable type (e) had less atypia on basal layer melanocytes and had lower asymmetry, border, color, dermoscopic structures (ABCD rule in dermoscopy) scores using dermoscopy. Reflectance confocal microscopy has also been useful in guiding diagnosis and treatment of LM melanomas and can also be used to guide and monitor Mohs microsurgery (15) . In 2017, a prospective study was published by Maher et al. with eight patients who underwent RCM-guided biopsies of lip hyperpigmentation, two of which were in situ oral melanoma recurrences. See Figure 4 for the RCM images which demonstrate how the lesion was mapped before biopsy (71) . It is noteworthy that morphology differs based on stage and behavior and the combination of dermoscopy and RCM can help to capture this.
What Are the Other Uses of RCM?
Recent literature by Borsari et al. (66) evaluated skin lesions that were referred for RCM because of at least one prior evaluation that was clinically and/or dermoscopically equivocal (66) . There were 1,279 lesions assessed with RCM and compared with histopathology, this yielded a sensitivity of 95.3% and a specificity of 83.9% in accurately diagnosing the skin cancers (including BCC, SCC, and melanomas) (66) . From the statistical analysis in this study, favorable indications for the use of RCM included localization to the head and neck because of the ease of exploration with RCM. Other favorable indications included the presence of sun-damaged skin (as RCM evaluates flat lesions well), observed regression on dermoscopy, and BCC-dermoscopic criteria (66) . RCM performance significantly correlated with lesion diameters greater than 6 mm and erosions in the lesions (66) . RCM was negatively correlated with peripheral streaks (often signifying Spitz or Reed Nevi) and therefore one may not need a RCM assessment if these are seen (66) .
Reflectance confocal microscopy has also been shown to be a measurement tool for response to therapy. According to Xiang et al. (72) , the features on RCM of invasive SCC are the atypical honeycomb pattern composed of keratinocytes of differing shapes and sizes at the spinous-granular level, the absence of a cobblestone pattern, and the presence of non-edged dermal papillae (72) . Interestingly, these are also the features that are helpful when assessing treatment response after therapy.
Analysis in vivo of BCCs using RCM helps us to confirm complete response after surgical excision and assess for residual tumor. In a study of seven patients with nine locally advanced BCC's, two cases developed keratinocytic neoplastic proliferations post-treatment at the tumor site consistent with basal cell features and another developed actinoytic tumors at a distal site and these were identified with RCM and treated subsequently (73) . While the diagnostic accuracy will vary with assessor capabilities, RCM is a useful tool when it is challenging to examine pigmented lesions with a dermatoscope. RCM is a helpful add-on to dermoscopy to increase the diagnostic sensitivity and aid in the clinical decision making around referring to surgery and it allows clinicians to avoid biopsying lesions unnecessarily (74) (75) (76) .
A pilot study in 2010 by Astner et al. used RCM to examine various vascular lesions including benign vascular malformations (spider angioma), acquired benign vascular tumors (cherry angioma), and benign congenital malformations (angiokeratoma). The RCM features of the vessels in these benign lesions were described in terms of their diameter, tortuosity, and flow velocity (77) . For example, RCM has the ability to differentiate between the large-diameter venules in a port wine stain and the smaller vessels in benign capillary proliferations (77) . Moreover, pyogenic granuloma would show a large number of tortuous and dilated capillaries but to separate this from melanoma, other RCM characteristics of melanoma would be present in the latter case (77) . The vascularity of lesions can be depicted with RCM, but this must be taken into account with other confocal microscopic features and the clinical picture.
The diagnosis and exclusion of dermatophytic infections has been benefited by RCM. Friedman et al. (78) had a 100% sensitivity in reaching diagnoses of dermatophytic infections or assessing response to antifungal treatment when comparing RCM with either KOH prep, fungal culture, or skin biopsy. The presence of hyphae is the feature that one would look for on RCM (78).
Optical Coherence Tomography
The IR spectrum is subclassified into near-IR, mid-IR, and far-IR based on wavelength. OCT is a technique that uses non-ionizing, near-IR light (65) . OCT first entered the realm of skin imaging in 1997 (79) . This section gives a brief overview of the recent advances in OCT for skin imaging.
A comparative study of presurgical skin infiltration depth measurements using HFUS and OCT of melanocytic lesions showed similar axial resolution. However, OCT was slightly more precise in terms of thickness determination and HFUS had better contrast (80) . Moreover, the researchers found that these OCT and HFUS were comparable to histopathology in the way that they estimate infiltration depth of melanomas or melanocytic nevi in vivo (80) .
Optical coherence tomography has strong diagnostic accuracy for superficial BCC's because of its ability to measure depth in tumors that are less than 0.4 mm (81). This has been corroborated by a study performed by Ulrich et al. in 2015. Literature has shown that when conventional OCT and dermoscopy are added to clinical examination in assessing BCC's, this increases the sensitivity of recognizing the BCC from 90.0 to 95.7% and the specificity from 28.6 to 75.3% (82) . In a study of 104 patients, when OCT was used to assess non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) from benign lesions and normal skin, sensitivity was 79-94% and specificity was 85-96% (67).
Previously, cross-sectional slices (vertical) were only obtainable; however, recently, an en-face (horizontal) mode of OCT has been used and this has allowed for more defining features of BCC's to be identified (1) . With the combination of crosssectional and en-face mode, BCCs on OCT were confirmed to be lobulated/ovoid in structure with a hypoechoic peritumoural rim and hyperechoic peritumoural stroma, have branching vessels, and have compressed fibrous bundles between lobules (1). Figure 5 demonstrates a sclerosing BCC visualized using clinical observation, dermoscopy, slice mode OCT, en-face mode OCT, and histopathology.
Other forms of OCT include HD-OCT and dynamic optical coherence tomography (D-OCT). HD-OCT has improved lateral resolution and therefore offers further information about structure and cellular detail while forgoing the penetration depth of conventional OCT (17) . It has been shown that HD-OCT is particularly useful in cosmetically sensitive areas such as the face or scalp (2) . However, the performance of HD-OCT depends on tumor thickness and one study by Gambichler et al. in 2015 demonstrated that HD-OCT has a high false-negative rate in thin melanomas and a high falsepositive rate in dysplastic nevi (83) . Dynamic optical coherence tomography also known as speckle-variance OCT has the ability to display the vascular architecture within skin lesions (84) . Schuh et al. demonstrated blood flow patterns within lesions using a dynamic OCT algorithm in a device called VivoSight (84) . The researchers commented on the ability of D-OCT to differentiate between actinic keratoses (AKs), Bowen's disease (SCC in situ), and invasive SCC. AKs were reticular-appearing, Bowen's disease displayed grainy patterns, and invasive SCCs appeared irregular with changing vessel diameters (84) . D-OCT displays the vascular patterns of lesions which is an asset to any tool when assessing malignant potential.
A systematic review of the OCT in dermatology literature by Olsen et al. in 2015 yielded that most of the OCT studies were in NMSC and the diagnostic accuracy of this was shown to be 87.4% (85) . There exists some literature of OCT for melanoma as described above, but this is limited by smaller sample sizes of malignant lesions (85) . OCT studies focus on epidermal thickness and morphological changes to ultraviolet radiation and using this modality in combination with others would increase its applicability to the clinical setting (85) .
what about Siascopy?
Spectrophotometric intracutaneous analysis is a technique that covers the visible spectrum and a portion of the IR spectrum to visualize pigmented lesions (86) . The SIAscope relies on the reflectance spectrum created by chromophores in the skin and displays an image after collecting information on the quantity and location of these chromophores within the epidermis and papillary dermis (7) .
Dermoscopy is a technique that lends itself to subjective interpretation by the clinician and requires time to become adept at using. SIAscopy has been implicated as a useful point-of-care tool for delineating when to be concerned about a pigmented lesion and can aid general practitioners in deciding when to refer for further work-up (7), Emery et al. (9) developed a scoring system validated on UK and Australian populations, known as the primary care scoring algorithm, in which dermal melanin, blood vessels, blood displacement, diameter, and age increased suspiciousness of the lesion. The algorithm has criteria to help rule out benign seborrheic keratosis and benign hemangiomas when aiming to identify melanomas (9) .
Using this algorithm described above, Sgouros et al. (7) examined 188 lesions via SIAscopy. In comparison to dermoscopy, SIAscopy had a sensitivity of 85.7% and specificity of 65.4% (7). 44 lesions were excised and 31 of these were malignant tumors; the sensitivity of SIAscopy was 83.9% in comparison to histopathology (7). 7 of the 13 benign excised lesions were scored as malignant by SIAscopy (7). In their study, 9 of 10 BCCs and 2 of 3 SCCs were classified as suspicious by SIAscopy scoring (7) . Given these findings, authors have concluded that although SIAscopy cannot be used as a solely diagnostic tool, it represents an additional tool that can be used when deciding when to refer to a dermatologist for a suspicious pigmented lesion (7).
eleCTRiCal iMPeDaNCe SPeCTROSCOPY
Electrical impedance spectroscopy measures resistance of tissues by applying an alternating current using frequencies between 1 kHz and 2.5 MHz (4, 20) . The shape, size, and membrane of cells can affect the resistance detected by EIS (4). The EIS system results in both a score (from 0 to 10) and a dichotomous response (negative or positive) using a given cutoff value (87) . EIS has been specifically evaluated as a method for identifying malignant melanocytic lesions (8) . Despite the various algorithms that exist for scoring melanocytic lesions such as asymmetry, border, color, dermoscopic structures (rule in dermoscopy) (ABCD) or 7-point checklist, diagnostic challenges arise frequently in these scenarios.
Rocha et al. conducted an observational, prospective study in 2017 in Australia to assess whether the EIS device Nevisense was a useful adjunct to short-term sequential digital dermoscopy imaging (SDDI) when examining melanocytic lesions. SDDI is performed at two separate appointments that are 3 months apart and if a significant change is detected, this is an indication for excision (19) . If a Nevisense score of greater than or equal to seven was computed, lesions were automatically excised, otherwise lesions were re-assessed in 3 months (19) . The researchers found that the sensitivity for diagnosing melanoma was 100% with this device and the specificity was 69.5% (19) . EIS may be added to SDDI to improve diagnostic accuracy, expedite excisions, and avoid repeat appointments and a delay of 3 months for suspicious lesions with higher impedance scores (19) .
On the contrary, other researchers noted in a retrospective study examining 22 atypical melanocytic lesions using EIS in a modified algorithm that EIS may have actually caused for unnecessary excisions (8) . The authors noted that out of the seven lesions that were excised, three were histopathologically benign (benign nevi) but excised because of increased EIS scores without any dermoscopic changes. Ceder et al. (8) also did not find a correlation between dermoscopic changes on SDDI and increased EIS scores.
Although it is argued that this technique is a safe device to aid in detection of melanomas, the literature is equivocal as to whether the benefits outweigh the risks in terms of introducing EIS as an aid to decision-making for atypical nevi.
DiSCUSSiON
This review suggests an approach to diagnosing and managing skin lesions based on different modalities and functions. While some lesions may still need to be confirmed with histology, the recent dermatology literature throughout the world suggests such a shift toward the use of non-invasive modalities in the diagnostic work-up. They have been shown to have utility as adjunctive tools in recognizing malignant lesions, vascular lesions, and more specifically, staging diseases such as HS. Figure 6 proposes an approach for suspicious skin lesions. Dermoscopy has significant inter-individual variability that is inherent to the technique. It has been proposed that in the primary care setting, physicians use SIAscopy to decide when to refer to dermatologists regarding suspicious lesions. The SIAscopy device has been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and by Health Canada (6). In the dermatologist's office, dermoscopy is used as a routine component of visits and has been described to be the gold standard for the clinical examination of pigmented skin lesions (88) . Dermoscopy is not only more accurate than the naked eye in the diagnosis of cutaneous melanoma, for example, but has also been shown to be superior to SIAscopy in terms of specificity when assessing pigmented skin lesions (88, 89) . Although EIS has been proposed at this stage, it is unclear whether the cost-benefit ratio favors this modality.
Some of the more expensive techniques include ultrasound (such as the VevoMD system by VisualSonics approved by Health Canada and FDA), RCM (such as the Vivascope ® approved by both the FDA and Health Canada), and OCT (such as VivoSight approved by the FDA but not yet for sale in Canada) (90-93). These may be used for specific cases in which further classification of a lesion is needed.
The techniques described above have a number of advantages and disadvantages (see Table 1 ). In terms of time to evaluation, RCM does require more time compared with the other modalities (on the order of minutes); however, it does have lateral resolution close to histopathology (2) . Compared to RCM, OCT and ultrasound have improved depth penetration, with the depth penetration of ultrasound dependent on the frequency used.
FigURe 6 | A proposal of a novel approach for examination of cutaneous diseases. Spectrophotometric intracutaneous analysis may be useful for primary care physicians in considering lesions before referral. Clinical visualization and dermoscopy are always the first component of the examination of a lesion. Some literature suggests that electrical impedance spectroscopy can aid in the decision-making process regarding excision. Ultrasound can be incorporated next with modification of frequency parameters to obtain optimal penetration depth; ultrasound features such as color Doppler for assessment of lesion vascularity can be used as needed. Reflectance confocal microscopy and optical coherence tomography may be helpful in specific cases, and biopsy and histopathology remain the final step if further diagnostic clarification is needed.
The downside of these techniques would be diminished lateral resolution (2) .
Many of the modalities discussed rely on identifying features on the visualized images to classify lesions. With dermoscopy, there are various methods that can be adopted when evaluating melanocytic lesions. Examples of these include the ABCD rule, Menzies method, 7-point checklist, and the 3-point rule (89) . In the Gambichler et al. study in 2015, they highlighted that from HD-OCT, users are provided with structural patterns and detail, and this underscores the importance for developing appropriate scoring systems to accurately capture which lesions are benign versus malignant (83) . As articulated by Stanganelli et al., RCM features can be converted into an RCM score which can then be categorized as positive or negative (68) . RCM has been recognized as an add-on to dermoscopy especially in cases where lesions are equivocal from dermoscopy or clinical examination and RCM can help sway clinicians when deciding whether or not to biopsy (68) .
To address the importance of early detection of malignant lesions, one future direction is the use of deep learning algorithms in determining malignant potential. Esteva et al. reported on a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) which is a data-driven learning algorithm that is trained based on a set of images (including dermoscopic images) to recognize malignant lesions (94) . The algorithm was tested for two cases: keratinocyte carcinomas versus benign seborrheic keratoses, and malignant melanomas versus benign nevi (94) . The algorithm performed on par with 21 board-certified dermatologists on images that were confirmed with biopsy, indicating that this could have large clinical impact beyond a dermatology clinic setting (94) .
Other future directions include the use of ultrasound to assess skin post-cosmetic procedures and to measure the degree of atrophy post-application of topical steroids (95, 96) . Although not widely performed, literature has introduced the use of ultrasound measurement of regression of skin carcinomas and precancerous lesions post-photodynamic therapy and brachytherapy (97, 98) . It is expected that this may be expanded and validated as a tool to measure tumor persistence or recurrence after other forms of nonsurgical treatment. This would be beneficial in a busy clinic setting to determine whether further treatment is necessary. It is also anticipated that research will also grow in the use of skin imaging for evaluation of collagenopathies (rather than biopsies) as these patients' skin have a different response to physical impact and to guide treatment for bullous conditions (42, 99, 100) .
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